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ELECTRON MICROGRAPH of viral 
DNA, showing two ring molecules, 
each of which contains the total 
genetic information of ox virus 
porticle, equivalent to 15 to 20 
genes. These DNA rings were 
synthesized by Arthur Kornberg 
and his q  ssociater ot the Ston- 
ford University Medical School. 

GENE, ji-n. a natural unit of the lwreditar!. ma- 
terial, \I-liich is the phy-ical hasis for the traiis- 
inission of the characteristics of living or-gmiwis 
from one generation to the next. .kt first glance, 
the hei-edytary material does not seem to lend 
itself to rational dissection. The progen\- of a 
pair of cats is a kitten, which de\.elops into a 
cat; dogs engender pups; humans engender chil- 
dren. These are the most primitive observations 
concerning heredity, and ‘they gil-e no hint of the 
p~~~s~bie analysis ot the hereditary material into 
unit components, or genes. 

initial Concept of the Gene. alohern research 
in genetics is founded on Gregor Mendel’s in- 
sight that one must study discrete differences 
between \Tariants \vithin a single species capable of 
interbreeding. Xiendel. a 19th centiiry, i\usti-ian 
botanist-monk, studied the hereditary transmic- 
sion of characteristics in garden peas and pro- 
vided the basis of the science of genetics. 11~~ 
foretold the modern concept of the gene by, hy- 
pothesizing that the choice betx,ecn alternative 
manifestations of a character \vas determined 
by an in\-isible “anlage”--a term that might be 
translated into its modern equivalent, “gene.” 

One could extrapolate from llendel’s findings 
to the proposition that every character of a plant 
or animal is controlled by a corresponding gene. 
For esample, the height of a pea plant (tall or 
d\varf ) is determined by the inheritance of a 
specific’gene. Later it became clear that many. dif- 
ferent genes could cooper-ate in deter-niininr: a 
given character, perhaps by influencing its de\-el- 
opment in different \vays. The UW~ of \lendt4 
and others thus led to the concept of the gene as 
some kind of hereditarx~ unit, and for milch of the 
first half of the 20th centurv the terin \virs oftctr 
used \j.ith no greater dis&imin;rtion than that. 
Thus \ve may spwk of “the ,gcncs” collecti\-rly . 
meaning the tatalit\. of genetic, or hewclitary. 
information in n cell or in an organism. 

Questions about the Gene. The concept of the 
gene, \t,hile in itself‘ a great ad\.ancc, left many 
unans\\wrd questions. For example. bon large 
is a gene? How many genes are in a single cell? 
.4re all genes alike in the different cclls~ of the 
body? Can a gene lx seen under a light micro- 
scope? Do genes change, or mutate, indepen- 
dently of one another? How closel\~ do human 
genes resenilrle grncs of other species? Can a 

gene he s\nthr>ized in the laLordtor\.? Is 3 \-irur 
a L;ent~? .\\lxat is the cheniical niiture of tile 
ge~w’? Iio\\- do \\-e define the bound,uies of one 
sent‘ that set it off frown anckher gene? \\%at is 
the connection het\veen a gene and the charxter 
it controls:’ -ire all genes in the chromosonies of 
~11~1’ Do genes 1 ar\. and if so, does any- rational 
clxsikatiun emerge? 

Search for Ans&ws. Before the introduction 
of )Jiocl:eniical analysis, breeding r\periments 
gal-e brilliant; if tentative, ans\\-ers to many 
questions about the gel~e. Indeed, bet\\ een 191% 
and 1943 many geneticists took pride in ho\v far 
they could push genetic anal\-sis without direct 
chemical information. 51apping stndies, based 
on the findings of breeding experiments, sho\ved 
that genes \I-ere generally- arranged in linear order 
on cl~r~~rio~onre~. The studies failed. ho\\-e\er, to 
re\cal \ery much ahout the nature of a particular 
gt’llf?. in a narro\v sense, and Iwcame confusing 
\vhen applied on a highly~ refined scale. \\‘ith 
the advent of liiochemical anal\~sis, tremendous 
ad\ances in the field of genetics \wi-e made, 
and in the 1950’s and 1960’s all of the questions 
listed abox-e \vere illuminated. 

Scope of this Article. The origin and historical 
development of the concept of the gene are pre- 
sented fully in the article GEXE.~ICS. In this .--- 
article, MP shall proceed directly to contemporary 
vie\vs of the concept of the gene, priinarilp from 
a l~iochemical standpoint. \vith the aim of pre- 
senting a clear yie\v of what is no\v kno\\-n about 
the gene, e\-en at the expense of the exciting 
perspective of the history of genetics. \5’e will 
thus take ad\-antage of hindsight in order to 
redefine “gene” and to try to answer many ques- 
tions from the vie\vpoint of contemporary rnolec- 
nlar genetics. 

CARRIERS OF HEREDITARY INFORMATION 

Hereditary, or genetic, information in a cell 
is usually carried ‘in coded form Iiy a nrrdcic 
ncitl. The only kno\vn rweptions are a fe\v steady- 
state s\ stems, such as bacterial cell falls, that 
are self-propagatin, CT and do not rel\, on niiclric- 
acid coding for hereditary tratisrnis.&i. 

Almost all genetic material in almost all ter- 
restrial (earth) organisms is cncodcad in the 
ndeic acid DS.1. DS.\ ( c~tr)x!/~ihc,rllr~~(,i~ acid) 
~~stlall! occ~~rb as a giant d~,,ll,l~-~tr;lllt~~~~l irl0lc~- 
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STRUCTURAL MODEL OF DNA 

Hydrogen 
bond 

Base 
\ / , Base 

Fig. 1. DNA usually occurs as a dobblestranded molecule. 
Each strand consists of a chain of nucleotldes. each of 
which contains a phosphate, a deoxyrlbose sugar, and a 
base. (Above) lop view of DNA structural model. (Below) 
DNA model wound around a fiber axis. Bases, which pro. 
trude from the sugars in each chain, are lhnked to bases 
of opposing strand by hydrogen bonds. These links form 
horizontal supports. holding the DNA chains together. 

DN.I most often in found in the nwlrus of 
the cell. hut it ma!. also 1,~ found iii certain qto- 
plawric orqanelles mid in other prticles snch as 
episonws and \-iruses. RS.1 that codes genetic in- 
formation is forlnd onl!~ in some’ simple \?ruse\. 

DNA in Chromosomes. 
p1BntS 

In eularyons (higher 
and animals 1, hose ce!ls contain nuclei 

bounded by definite menll~rnnes), mat of tile DS.1 
is found in ~ll~-o~n~s~nles. Chromosomes are cml- 

ponents of the cell nucleus, containing btrlwtural 
materials Ike histones 3s \vell as a fundamental 
allotment of DSA. The detailed structure of the 
chromosome is still contro\,ersial and renlains a 
major challenge to contemporary research in 
molecular genetics. One question is \\.hetlier the 
DS.4 of a chromosome is, as much evidence sug- 
gests, a single immense molecule. This \vould be 
many centimeters long if unlvound from a human 
chromosome. Alternati\-ely the DN.4 might be 
segmented into meaningful units held together 
by non-DS.4 matrl-ial. See also CHHOMOSOME. 

I n orqcu2isnx lacking nuclear ineml~rnnes, 

such as vkuses and bacteria, the DSA is char- 
acteristically a single molecnle not tightI>. bound 
to other slll,Stances. Ho\ve\.er, the DS.1 content 
of a \\.lloIc l)acterirlm is less than l/100 of the 
DSA of a r;ingle chromosome in a eukaryon, so 
that the possihlc scope for a more complex orga- 
nization of DSA in etlknr>,ons is evident. 

DNA in Certain Cytoplasmic Organelks. DKA 
is also follnd in strurtuws outside the chromo- 
some. For r~mnple. sn~all nmounts OCCII~ in the 
mitochrondri;~ of all cells, in the centrioles xnd 
basal granules of animal cells, and in the chloro- 
plasts of plant cells. 

Estr;lchromosonlal DSA is the prohablc basis 
of se\wal examplc5 of etr;~chromoso~~~~~l he- 
rcditb- in alpw md protozoa. Definite proof 
of r\-truchrol~~osr)~~l~~l DS.1 \vas obtained frown thr 
stlldies of the Anrcrican genrticists Tlac\. \lorton 
Sonnel~orn and John Prcer on the kappa particles 
in parallwcin. Knppn particles are noiu~uchr 

pnrticles of 11X.\ tr3nsinittCd throilgh tire c!-to- 
plasm of the par,micciuln. Those pnramecia that 
contain larqe amounts of I;app~ paiticlec nre 
kilo\\71 iis “killer” btr;ii 11s I wcnmw the>- secrete 3 
sul%tance that kills other “sensiti\,e” paramecia 
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The ,general significance of self-prol,;lg;~till~. 
stead>.-state s\.stems is contra\-ersikrl, altlmo$~ 
the principle has been clearl\~ demonstrated in 

wine sprci;tl caws. .I\uron St;\-ick. x1 American 
nlolecula~- hioph\~sicist. demowtrnted that wrtxin 
I,,lcteria can lx poised for man>- generations in 
either of t\\-0 stable self-m:7intainine states. 
depending on their pre\-ious expcwlre to a pulse 
0f a high lr\-el of an inducing srrlxtratc~. “Plus” 
cells concentl-ate the indllcrr from a dilrltr 
soltttion and are stabilized in this state l,v 
the inducer nccumulatc~d \\Gthin the cells. COI;- 
\.ersel\ “min~ts” cells. \\-hich do not conccn- 
trate &e indtwing slll)st:ulce. remain unillduced 
and are stabilized in the Ininus state. Such s!-s- 
terns recjiGre a stead\- mrtalx~lic turno\w to re- 
mnin stable. The,, are notaM!. ~~trlneral~le to en- 
vironmental upset. and this has led to speculation 
about en~,ironlllrnt311\. indllced mutations. 

, 

TRANSFER 
RNA 

Fig 2. Transfer RNA is a form of RNA 
that tags and carries amino acids to the 
ribosome for protein assembly. There are 
at least 20 types of t-RNA, one for each 
of the 20 different amino acids. All 
t.RNA’s seem to have the triplet ACC at 
the end where the amino acid attaches 
and the base G at the other end. Unpaired 
triplets in the t.RNA probably provide the 
means by which the t-RNA knqws where 
to deposit its amino acid. In this case, 
the unpaired triplet AAU will deposd the 
amino acid leucine at the UUA triplet-the 
code for leucine-on the messenger RNA 
in the ribosome in the cell’s cytoplasm. 

AAU 
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Thus, \\e ha\.c determined that, except for a 
fexv self-pr”p~~C;ttiniT~~ systems in simple organ- 
iSIllS, hereditar> information is transmitted 
through DSX in chromoson1es, certain c!-toplas- 
mic orgnnelles, and episomes an d viruses. and 
through R-S.4 in certain simple Gruses. For the 
1 ast majorit)- of organisms, howewr. it is the 
DS.1 in chron~osomes that carries most hereditai-! 
information. In the rrnrainder of the article, ref- 
erences to a gene will lx to a chron~oso~nul ccnc. 

There are se\.eral categories of chromosomal 
genes. Each type produces a product \vith a clif- 
ferent function in the cell. 

Trunrfcr RSd ~ctws are transcribed int\) the 
diwrse transfer RZ,i ( tRSA ) ~iioleculrs that al-e 
wsponsible for tagging and cay ing iirdi\ idual 
amino acids to the ribosoiires for protein awem- 
hly. There are at least 20 kinds of trnnsfer RS.4, 
one foi- each of the 20 aniino acids. .4 specific 
tRS.4 binds to a specific aniino acid and carries 
it to th,lt part of the mR.S.1 that codes for that 
K;tiyIar amino acid in the ril>osome. Set’ 

h -’ 
Aqwlafmy F~0fc.9 arc structural ~cnes \\.liose 

pi-oducts are irepressors. These act on Opel-ators 
to control the transcription of other genes. 

CLASSIFICATION OF CHROMOSOMAL GENES 

Gt2lleS iliay fUllCtiOi1 in IllOW \\‘a)3 than are 
110~. lino~t-n. Howex-er. the foiknvin g categories, 
\\-hich dre not necessarily mutually exclusi\-e. can 
be recoenized. 

Sun~7exsor ~cncs re\.erse the plienot>pic, or 
observal3le. effects of mutations in other genes 
I);\- a \ai-irty of meclxinisnis. 

.lle.witic, or btrflcturu/. pcncs de for the 
amino-acid sequence of J. specific protein thi-ough 
d messenger-RS-4 (mRS.4 ) cop).. This carries 
the coded instructions from the nucleus to the 
ribosomes. \\-hich ‘ire the sites of protein assembly- 
in the cell. 

Kinetic genes are a mixed Lag of genes that 
regulate chromosome mox-ement at cell division. 
For example. the\- regulate the centromere of the 
chromosomes and the initiation of chromosome 
I-eplication. 

Synaptic rccopition genes dri\-e the m&no\\-n 
mechanism by- \vhich homologous chromosomes 
sylnpse (pair off) during the reduction division 
in higher organisms. 

Opcrnfor ~ene.s signal instructions to regulate 
the readout or transcription of adjacent message 

In addition to the genes described abow, the 

genes. The operator genes in turn ma!’ be 
chromosomes contain DS.1 whose function, if 

witched on and off in response to repressor sub- 
an>-, has not been determined. This DS.1 ma> 

stances, \vhich are products of repulatorv genes. 
constitute functionless inert jienes. It may con- 

Ribosomal RSA belies are transcribed’into the 
stitute redundant penes that duplicate other genes 

structural RSA of the ribosomal particles (rRSA) 
in the chromosome. Or it may he structural 

on \r,hich protein assembly occurs. 
DSrl (not to be confused \\ith .struc.trlrul gcue. 
as the nressage ge71e is sometimes called ). \\-hich 

, GENETIC CODE 

Table 1. The genetic code is a triplet code, consisting of 64 entries. Each triplet, called a codon, repre- 
sents a frame of three nucleotides (U = uracil. C = cytosine, A = adenine. G = guanine) on messenger 
RNA. At least one codon, and usually more than one, codes for each of the 20 amino acids. A few triplets 
signal the “stop” of protein assembly and at least one-methionine-may signal the “start.” 

I 

Second letter 

I? A I (7 

I 

/ 

j 
> _ 

i 

uuu Phenyl. UC” UAU Tyrosine 
alanine 

Cysteine U 

“UC (Phe) “CC 
(Tyd 

Serine UAC (CYS) c 

u 
UUA Leucine UCA (Ser) “AA stop UGA stop A 

UUG (Leu) UCG UAG stop UGG Tryptophane G 
(Tryp) 

cuu Histidine CGU 

cut (His) CGC 
C 

CUA Glutamine CGA 

CUG (GIuN) CGG 

AU” Asparagine AGU 

AUC (AspN) 
A 

AGC 

AUA Lysine AGA 

AUG (Lys) AGG 

GUU GCU 

1 I 

GAU 
Aspartic 

acid GGU 

GUC Valine GCC Alanine GAC WV) GGC 
G 

GUA (Vat) GCA (Ala) GAA Glutamic GGA 

GUG GCG GAG 
acid 
(Glu) GGG 
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DNA double helix 
FORMATION OF MESSENGER RNA IN THE NUCLEUS 

ACT CTT ~~~ 
I w GCp, GTT TT$ I:? 

Messenger RNA- 
III III l-l- 

A ACA GCC GAA GTT 
f IIlJ-J-l--. 

Y 

Fig. 3. As the first step in protein synthesis, the DNA helix “unzips,” and o single strand of the DNA serves 
as a template for the formation of o complementary stond of messenger RNA, which then leaves the nucleus 
end gc~es to the ribesome to direct the amino acid sequence of o specific protein. 

clmtributes to the Wucturc hut not the genetic 
f anctiolling of the chron1oson1e. HO\\ e\.rr. >UCh 
US.1 nray ha\-e the function of regulating the 
pace and efficiency of transcription or of inhibiting 
the efiect of other neari,!- genes. Thi!. DS.i 
may account for such apparent anomalies as 
the higher DSX content of the cells of am- 
phibians compared to t!le DS.4 content of ~xau. 
One would t-spect nlore DSA in the cells of 
man, the more complex organism. The redundant 
DNA in amphibians can be identified by its de- 
viant chemical composition and by the reduplica- 
tion of similar sequences. 

Genes that fall into one of the above cate- 
gories generally have fail-l? specialized effects. 
For example, the message genes for the struc- 
tural proteins of the cell and for the constituents 
of the chromosomes themselves are central to the 
organization of cellular structures. Similarly; the 
message genes for the proteins of the mitotic 
spindle apparatus and for the regulators thereof 
are crwia ly f mportant to pacing the rates of 
cell division. The message genes for the enzymes 
of DSA replication, if so altered as to produce 
defective enzyme products, influence the overall 
mutation rate of the organisn~s cam)-in,< them. 

At this point, xve ha1.e sufiicient information 
to define a sin 

R 
le 

Emx~CS a tic 
gene as u scgvretlt of DNA ~hnf 

tmblc ~lruclfcc~f or ffl?lCf im. For a 
nlessage gene. the product is wessenger RS.4, 
\r.hich in turn directs the s+thcsis of a protein 
chain. ,411 operator gene is a segment necrasar> 
and s\lfEcient ttr wspond to one repressor mole- 
cule. A wglllatory gtwe is ia Inessage gene \vhosc 
protein prodnct happ<m to he a repwssor. The 
~rilx~somal KY.4 and transfer RN.4 gc’nes form 
as their products the structural RS.4 of the ribo- 
smnes and the transfer RS.4 of the cytoplasm. 

MESSAGE GENE, GENETIC CODE, 
AND PROTEIN SYNTHESIS 

transmit its coded information. the DS.4 “unzips” 
dnd one strmd, vncon~passing the messa<:e gent, 
semes as the template. .4 message gene \vith a 
set of bases r\CTGCTA \vill se,-\e as a blueprint 
for the formation of a strand of mRS.4 \vith the 
ccmiplelnentary base sequence VCL4CG.4U. ( L in 
RSA replaces T in DS.4. ) The sequence of basvs 
encoder an amino-acid sequence for a specific 
protein. The Iliolecule of nrRS.4 then srr\ es ah a 
template for constructing in the ribosome the 
amino-acid sequence instructed b>- the message 
gene. Thus the mRS\TA ser\ves to carqs out in the 
qtoplasm the instructions of the nuclear DS.4. 
See Fig. 3. 

Genetic Code. There are more than 20 dif- 
ferent amino acids and only 4 bases, so the code 
cannot be based on a one-to-one correspondence 
bet\veen amino acids and bases. Biochemical in- 
xvestigations have revealed that the mRS.4 code is 
a triplet code-that is, each successive frame of 
three nucleotides, sometimes called a codon, of 
the mRS.4 corresponds to one amino acid of the 
protein. This rule of correspondence is the genetic 
code. The genetic code consists of 6-1 entries-the 
61 triplets possible when there are 4 possible 
nucleotides, each of which can be at any of three 
places (-lsAs4 = 64). 

Breaking the Code. The concept of the genetic 
code was anticipated by the American biolo- 
gist James D. \Vntson and the British biologist 
Francis H. C. Crick as an extrapolation of the 
structural model of DS.4 that thev proposed in 
1953. For this \\,ork they, along \\:ith the British 
biophysicist Alaurice \\‘ilkins, were alyarded the 
1963 Sobel Prize in ph!xiology or medicine. 

The concrpt \\-a~ bolstered by the indil-ect 
evidence for a nwcsenper RSA put fonvard by 
t\vo French Nobel laureates, Jacques \Ionod and 
Franc;ois Jacob, in 1961. The idea eras almost 
immediately corroborated bv the demonstration 
of a message functioning Rq.4 by Sydne!, Bwn- 
ner, Fran@< Jacob, and \lntthe\v S. \leselson. 
\I:ithin the same !.ear, Aiarshall Sirenberg ( 1968 
Sobel Prize winner) opened the door to a di- 
rect attack on the code by sho\<.ing that a syn- 
thetic RSA containing onI>. the nucleotide chain 
UUUUI’ . collld fllnction as a message for 
the biosynthesis of the amino acid phen! l&nine. 
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PROTEIN SYNTHESIS 

Messenger RNA 
I Ribosome __* 

-, 

Fig. 4. Ribosomes ore the sites of protein synthesis in the cell. Each sequence of three bases-o codon-on the 
mRNA specifies o particular amino acid. Each amino acid is brought to the ribosome by o specific tRNA whose 
onticodon forms o bond with the appropriate codon. The tRNA then releases its amino acid and leaves the 
ribosome. Above, the ribosome is shown moving along strond of mRNA “reading off” the codons. The ribo- 
some has two binding sites for tRNA, one holding q  newly arrived tRNA, the other, the growing peptide chain. 

Sobel Prize n-inner) and Cobind Khorana ( 1968 
Nobel Prize \vinner ), using more complex s)~l- 

sembly. Similarl>~, at least in microbes, the trip- 

thetic messages, pinned don-n the code as a trip- 
let AUG, xvhich codes for formvlated methio- 

let code. Using the fact that the triplet UUU 
nine, ma)- function as the usual start signal. 

coded for phenylalanine as a starting point; many 
Many microbial proteins are initiated \vith this 

investigators Ivent on to determine the code, and 
amino acid. This process almost cvrtninly is not 

by 1908 the entire code \t’as broken. See Table 1. 
the one that operates in mammalian cells, but 
the entire picture is momentarily clouded. 

The successful work on the genetic code led 
to research on the artificial synthesis of RN,4 
molecules that lvould code for specific protein 
synthesis. The American biologist Charles Yan- 
ofsky supported the code breakers’ work from a 
completely dif;erent line of research, He sho\xred 
that the code was corroborated by the patterns of 
mutation and of recombination of mutants affect- 
ing single amino acids of the protein tryptophane 
synthetase in the bacterium E. coli. 

How Coded mRNA Directs Protein Synthesis. The 
mRNA leaves the nucleus of the cell and moves 
out into the cytoplasm, \vhere it becomes asso- 
ciated with the ribosomes. hleanwhile, molecules 
of transfer RSA (tRSA) attach themsel\w to 
specific amino acids in the cytoplasm and carrv 
these amino acids to the ribosomes. Each tRS.4 
has a set of three unpaired nucleotides, such as 
C.4A; the un laired bases in the tRN.4 are often 
called anticx~c ens $ (see Fig. 2). At the ribosomr, 
the tRNi\ recognizes \vhere to deposit its amino 
acid by pairing its bases \vith complementary 
ones of the mRNA at the ribosome. Thlls, tRS.4 
\\,ith the unpaired set of bases CA-4 \vill deposit 
the amino acid \-aline at the site on the ribosome 
\\.here the mRNA \\?th the code GUU is posi- 
tioned. The amino acids then join by means of 
peptidc bonds to form a peptide chain of a pro- 
tein. See Fig. 1. 

Size and Number of Message Genes and Other 
GWW. A message gene is the segment of D-K,4 
between a “start” code and a “stop” code-that is, 
the segment that specifies one particular protein. 
If a protein chain contains 100 amino-acid units, 
the messenger RX.4 coding for that protein chain 
nwuld have to be 300 nucleotide pairs long. 
Such a nucleotide chain \vould ha1.e a molecular 
Lveight of 200,000. Based on the amount of DSA 
known to be in the nucleus of the small virus Q”, 
and asslmiing that all the DSA is typical mes- 
sage genes, it can lye estimated that there are I8 
genes in the virus. Similarly it can be estimated 
that there are I5 million genes in a human cell. 

Insofar as the mRS.4 molecules tvpically are 
much longer than the gene \\,hose ‘information 
they cnrr!, the “start” and “stop” instructions 
nxlrking the beginning and rnd of the protein 
chain nlrlst also 1~ conveyed by the informn&)n 
\vithin the mRN.4 nwlc~l~k. The\! do not just 
correspond to the vnd:: of the rnRSA molcculc~. 

Three of the 6.4 triplcat codes have alrend\ 
Ixrm follnd to signal a “stop” to the protein as- 
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Some genes, ho\\.ever, are undollbtedly smaller 
than 300 nucleotide pairs, and some are longer. 
blolecules of tRSA, for example, are only about 
SO nucleotides long, whereas molrcules of rRS.4 
may be more than 5,000 nllcleotides loq. Oper- 
ator genes may be expected to resemble tRSA in 
size, since both share the property of recognizing 
and coup1in.g a specific amino acid. According to 
this functional concept, the size of a gene is -not 
an inherent structural property an d 
over more than a fift!,-fold range. 

may var? 

Gene Mutations. The length and information 
content of a message gene may l,e drasticall\ 
modified by mutation. $‘or example, the replace- 
ment of a single nllcleotide in the middle of a 
gene mav chanqe a triplet from one that codes 
for an al&i0 a& to one for a stop, thus cutting 
the gene’s length. If the replacement results in a 
triplet that codes for another amino acid, the 
length of the gene \vill not’ lx, affected. but the 
protein chain for \vhich it wclcs \\-ill dill er front 
the oripinal iii one amino acid. 

^ r 
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each nr\\. franle \\0~1ltl encompnss t\vtr nucleoticlts 
from one of the former triplets and one nu~leo- 
tide from the follmvins tl-iplet. Such Inlltations 
\vould be mast disabling from the vie\\point of 
the effective frmctioninp of the gene to produce a 
\ iable product. The paradoxical result that thl-ee 
frame-shifts can canwl each other out so that 
the nucleotides are again Ixwk ii7 fl-ame h,~s Ixw~ 
verified esperimel,tall>. by the British biologist 
S>.dney Bwnwr. 

THE OPERATOR GENE AND 
OTHER REGULATORY GENES 

The concept of an operator came from studies 
of mating bacteria. \t.hich indicated that protein 
synthesis \vas under nepatixse regulation-that is, 
the genetic infornution of RN,4 \x-as normall\- 
read out unless it leas specifically inhibited l~j; 
h>-pathetical c>-toplasmic substances called repres- 
.sors. Repressors are non’ thought to be protein 
products of regulatory genrs. 

Bacterial mutations that are insensiti\.e to 
inhibition by the repressor and are capable of 
releasing a considerable number of nearb! genes 
from repressor control \vere disco\.ered. giving 
more direct experimental e\?dence for the exis- 
tence of operator genes. In bacterial cells, tran- 
scription of D-S.1 information into RS.1 mes- 
sages is the principal target of regulation. In 

T\vo biochemists at I-Iar\.,ud L’nix,ersit!p. Clark 
Ptashne and \Valter Gilbert. succeeded in iso- 
lating t\\.o specific repressors fi-on1 virlls-infvctvd 
E. co/i cells. One of the repressors inhibits the 
proliferation of the lambda virus and can be 
identified as a protein that has a specific nffinit!- 
for a specific segulent of the DN.4 (the cqxwtor 
gene i of the lambda \-irus. The other repres~ol 
inhibits the transcription of DT.1 information 
for the s>.nthesis of the enzynw /3 galactoaidaw 
/I lactase) and like\vise has a specific affinit!. for 
the corl-espondinp DS.4. 

There is little el-idence directlv supportin< 
the operator concept in the metabolk of highrr 
organisms. Ho\\-e\.er, analogous functions of reg- 
ulating gene activitv have been 
the basic pr~‘teins-l;istones--often onnd m close 

fostulatrd for 

association with the DS.4 in chromosomes. The 
histones thus may lx regarded as at least rorlghl!~ 
analogous to the repressor proteins that ha1.e 
been elucidated in microbes. 

The clues available to a protein. such as a 
histone, for recognizing specific kinds of DS.\ 
are not yet verified, but the phenomenon has bee:1 
empirically demonstrated, and its implications 
can hardly Le evaded. The occurrence of such 

Fig. 5. Structural genes A and B produce their protein products under the influence of on operoror, unless the 
operator is inhibited by o repressor, which is CI product of -z regulatory gene. In the system shown, the absence 
of the metobolite (top) allows the repressor to bind the operator, thus “shutting off” protein synthesis. If the 
metobolite is present (bottom), it blocks the repressor from inhibiting the operator, ond protein synthesis occurs. 
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mechanisins \j,hereby proteins can recognize spe- 
cific segments of DS.1, or genes, opens the pos- 
sibility that other repressorlike proteins that can 
influence the mutability of specific genes may be 
found. Such a phenomenon could help account 
for the variety of proteins produced as antibodies 
in the immune process in higher organisms. 

SUPPRESSOR GENES AND tRNA 

The terms “suppressor genes” and “super- 
suppressor genes” are perhaps the most confusing 
in contemporary biology. The terminology re- 
sulted \vhen a complicated genetic situation M’as 
analyzed in formal terms before corresponding 
biochemical information \jas available. 

There are many examples in which the pheno- 
typic, or observable, effects of one mutation in a 
gene is reversed by a second mutation. In some 
instances, the second change occurs in the same 
gene as did the first mutation and perhaps in- 
vohres the same nucleotide as the original mu- 
tation. In this case. the second mutation is 
properly called a recersion. 

In other cases, the second mutation inwl\,es 
a change in a quite distinct gene. Historically, 
this second than 
ing” the effects o F; 

e was described as “suppress- 
the first mutation. One might 

naively have expected that most examples of ge- 
netic suppression would be compensatory changes 
in which the missin function of the first mu- 
tated gene is replace % by a temlinal product that 
has a similar functional effect, even though it 
may only su erficially resemble the normal prod- 
uct of the g rst gene. Such compensations are 
known. For example, one pigment can be re- 

laced by another. However, a surprising num- 
f: er of suppressor mutations have been found 
to restore the original normal protein. 

Before the complete mechanism of protein 
synthesis \vas elucidated, this process was not un- 
derstood: how could a mutation at one gene 
influence the way in which a mutated triplet in 
another gene was translated into protein? For a 
time, the matter was even further confused by 
the discovery that suppressed mutant strains often 
produced both the mutant and the normal protein 
simultaneously. Furthemlore, suppressor muta- 
tions often modified the defects exhibited by 
several different mutant genes. 

In 1961, Yanofsky pointed out that suppressor 
effects could be explained by changes in the 
reco nition 

P 
of tRNh. The alterations might 

invo ve either a tRNA or the amino-acid-activat- 
ing enzyme that charges the tRNA with a 
specified amino acid. Later investigators fur- 
nished direct nroof that the surmressor penes v 
act by producing modified tRSA?i, whose con- 
fused specificity results, at least occasionally, in 
restorin 
the ro 

the original amino-acid sequence to 
uct of a gene whose code had been al- 

tere is by mutation. Other wrorkers obtained sim- 
ilar results bv the artificial chemical modifica- 
tions of tRNjl’s. Consequently, the suppressor 
Dhenonienon. once verv mvsterious, has been vir- 
dually entirely duplicated in experimental sys- 
tems. It has also been found that the locus of the 
suppressor mutation is very likely the gene that 
suecifies the infomiational sequence of the cor- 
rkponding tRN.4. See Fig. 6. 

ISOLATION AkD CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF GENES 

As the previous discussion has elaborated, 
the boundaries of a gene are some\vhat arbitrary, 
being defined by how a segment of DNA func- 

tions rather than b\, any. ob\-iouc ~trtlctu1-wl de- 
marcation. In this light, the challenge of “isolat- 
ing” a gene is a rather subtle one. 

-In a‘2certain sense, the simple \-iruses proxide 
a ready-made ans\ver to that challenge. Polio 
virus and tobacco mosaic virus were each cr\stal- 
lized sometime ago, assuring us of the isolation 
of a homogeneous set of particles. each contain- 
ing identical genetic information to the extent of 
some 7,500 nucleotide units of RS.4. This w.ould 
correspond to about 2.5 message penes. .%ttempts 
to fractionate DX.4 from bacterial cells in order 
to separate segments \lith specific genetic ac- 
tivity have also been made. This has been pos- 
sible to some extent on the basis of variations in 
average base composition, lvhich lead to dif- 
ferences in the molecular densit). melting tem- 
perature, and other properties of different mole- 
cules. 

itore recently, the technique of molecular 
hybridization-the artificial formation of DNA 
double helices from the combination of different 
single strands in solution-has been used to fa- 
cilitate the isolation of specific segments. .4 team 
of Harvard .\fedical School scientists, headed by 
Jonathan Beckn-ith and James Shapiro, in 1969, 
made molecular hybrids of DSA strands from 
two different viruses carrying overlapping parts 
of the bacterial DSA. The overlapping segment, 
which included a few message genes and a few 
operator genes for the lactase function, was then 
separated. 

In another advance, a group including D. J. 
Brenner, 51. J. Foumier, and B. P. Doctor at the 
\Valter Reed Sledical Research Center in Wash- 
ington used a purfied transfer tRNA to isolate 
the corresponding DNA “genes” from a bacterium. 
This is the nearest approach to the authentic 
“isolation” of a specific sin le gene. >luch more 
work is needed to estab 1~11 the purity and 1. 
chemical homogeneity of these preparations, 
which may e\,entually be indispensable for further 
studies of genetic specificity. 

Meanwhile, Gobind Khorana has achieved 
the chemical synthesis of a string of DNA calcu- 
lated to have the chemical composition of the 
gene for alanine tRNA. The chemical structure 
of this RNA, which is 77 nucleotides long, had 
previously been worked out by Robert \V. Holley 
( 1968 Nobel Prize winner), and the structure of 
the corresponding DS.4 gene could be inferred 
by applyring coding rules. Here again, biological 
studies are still needed to corroborate the pre- 
cision with which these chemically identified 
fractions may properly be identified as “symthetic 
genes.” 

TEST TUBE SYNTHESIS OF GENES 

One of the capstones of molecular genetics 
was the enzymatic synthesis of a Iirus DNA, re- 

P 
orted in December 1967 by the 1959 Nobel 

aureate 
Kornber 

Arthur Kornberg and his associates. 
and his colleagues had studied the en- 

zymes o f DNA synthesis since 1955. They found 
that the products of DNA polymerase (an en- 
zyme needed for DN.4 replication) action in the 
test tube consistently lost their biolo ical activity. 
However, chemical assays revealed t R at the polyz- 
merase faithfully copied the grosser aspects of 
the DNA used as a starting template. The dis- 
crepancy suggested that lesions were introduced 
into the DN,4 during enzy-matic replication, per- 
haps by other DS.4-degrading enzymes that tend 
to contaminate polymernse preparations, 
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SUPPRESSOR PHENOMENON 

Fig 6. Suppressor genes reverse the 
Messenger RNA m 

Codon U A U 
effects of mutations in other genes 
by changing the specificity of t.RNA. Anticodon A U A A G A AGA 
The triplet UAU normally codes for 
tyrosine, most likely by binding the 
anticodon AUA of tyrosine t-RNA. 
Mutated to UCU, it codes for serine, 
but through a second mutation, the 
serine t-RNA carries tyrosine instead 
of serine, thus restoring the original 
amino acid. Tyrosine Serine Tyrosine 

Further \\.ork in sex-era1 laboratories then ,117. 
cowred anothw enr! me, DSh-liease. \vhich h&s 
uicks thait may inter-rupt the continuit>- of a DN.4 
btrsnd. The ligase pro\,ed to be the essentkl 
ke!, to the succeh>ful I-eplication of the DSri of 
the bacteriJ \?l-ns o’-174. This \?rus has a re- 
markable DT.1 code. a single molecule consisting 
of a single strand of DN.1 just 3.300 nucleotides 
long and closed into a continuous circle. These 
features are important technical advantages for 
experinlents on D-Y.1 replicatjon. 

For cop>-ing the \-irus. t\~o qcles of replied- 
tion \vere needed. The first makes a complemen- 
tary strand of DS.1. closed by the application of 
the ligase. A repeated c>.cle recomplements the 
DSA to produce a new assembly that is an exact 
copy of the original virus information. This is 
corroborated bj. 2emonbilatine ihat the copr’ can 
infect cells in the same manner as the original 
so as to generate i17distillguishable harvests of 
the @“-I74 virus. 

Follo\ving this xvork, .\. T. Ganesan reported 
in November 1968 that the typically double- 
stranded DS.4 of the bacterium Bacil1u.y ~ubtilis 
could also be replicated by an analogous process. 
In the process, a DSA-polymerase enzyme prep- 
aration \vas extracted from the bacterial cell 
membrane that appears to be the natural site of 
DSA synthesis. 

These reports have been described as the cre- 
ation of living DNA in a test tribe. In a deeper 
sense, they are a demonstration of the process 
by which DSA is copied lvithin the cell. Thus 
they open the door to more profound studies of 
alterations in DNA than could be done in the 
complex milieu of the intact cell. The techniques 
described also mesh closely with the methods of 
organic chemical slmthesis de\.eloped 13,. Cobind 
Khorana for the assembl>. of predesigned DS.4 
sequences. 

GENE DAMAGE, MUTATION, AND REPAlR 

The remarkable 
P 

roperties of DNA come from 
the ewlution of ce l&r nlechanisms for its ac- 
curate replication and transcription into a pro- 
tein molecule. Errors in the replication or tran- 
scription of IDS A do occasionally occur, ho\\rever, 
and these al-e known as mlltations. 

Like the letters of an ‘alphabet, the single 
onits of the DSA moleclllr are much less specific 
or interesting than the \\wrds they can compose. 
This is consonant \vith the lack of any reliable 
ex-idence that a specific gene e\‘er “lino\\.s ho\\.” 
t0 ~~Jllkltf? in rC’SlJOYJW t0 the IJWdS Of the Or@- 
lJi<,ll in ;1 nC’\\. C’lJ\-ir0lll~~~Wt. kWS d0 IlOt IJJllk~t~ 
lo adapt to nr\\’ en\-ironnlrlltal ccnJditic)lJs. I!J- 
stead. nJlltation5 0cc’Iir as randon~ errors, and 

c-\.olution operates retro5pectix-el) on the results of 
the random errors. \vhich are usually disastrous. 
r\ previously mutated gene may prove beneficial 
in a ne\v en\?ronment. and the organisms carr\.- 
ing such a gene \\ill then successfully reproduce. 

\Ianv mutations are introduced into DNA b! 
reactions \j,ith radiation, by artificial or natural 
chemicals. and by occasional mistakes in DS.I 
replication. Li\?ng cells ha1.e evol\.ed mecha- 
nisms for restoring to normal a large proportion 
of such mistakes prox,ided they occur in one 
strand of the double-stranded DS.1. Evidently. 
the strands can Le compared \vith each other. 
=\lso, enz)-mes are available that can excise dis- 
crepant regions and resynthesize the correct se- 
quence from the complementary informatipn car- 
ried on the other strand and close the ap With 
the activitv of DNA-liease i an enzyme t f at heals 
nicks in DtYA strands): Lesions that invol1.e both 
strands are less likely to be repaired, if the) 
can be repaired at all. 

The human genetic disease seroderma pig- 
mentosum has been described as a defect in the 
repair mechanism, possibly a miscoding in the 
message gene for one of the repair enz>-mes. 
Afflicted patients are extremely sensitive to sun- 
light, suffer unrepaired damage to DSA in their 
cells, and are prone to delyelop multiple tUnJOrS. 

In nomlal individuals, a certain number of 
DNA errors still escape the repair mechanisms. 
This fact imposes on us the obligation to protect 
our genetic endowment from unnecessary es- 
posure to possible mutagens, such as ionizing ra- 
diation. In addition to the inherited defects pro- 
duced rvhen the DNA of the germ cells is injured, 
mutations in tissue cells are probab!y a part of 
the normal aging process and one of the mecha- 
nisms for the initiation of cancer. See also 
GENETICS, HUMAN. 
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